[1] Recent measurements of the solar extreme-ultraviolet spectrum provide highresolution spectral irradiance that can be used for calculating ionization and dissociation rates in the upper atmosphere and for providing improved proxy-based models of the solar spectrum. These are crucial inputs for global time-dependent general circulation models of the thermosphere and ionosphere, but computational economies require that a lowerresolution spectrum be used in the calculations without excessive loss of accuracy. The problem is compounded by the photoelectrons generated by ionization, which cause further ionization and dissociation of atmospheric gases. We describe a method for using solar spectral measurements or models to calculate ionization and dissociation rates throughout the upper atmosphere, including photoelectron effects, that is more accurate and more efficient than its predecessors. Examples of use with measurements from the Solar EUV Experiment on the TIMED satellite and with the EUVAC model are given, and an example calculation using the National Center for Atmospheric Research thermosphere-ionosphere-electrodynamics general circulation model is shown.
Introduction
[2] Solar extreme ultraviolet radiation and soft X rays shortward of 105 nm are absorbed by the terrestrial thermosphere above $90 km, primarily by ionization of the major species N 2 , O, and O 2 . This process creates the ionosphere and also leads to dissociation of the molecular species through direct photodissociation and many indirect processes driven by ionization. The most important of these indirect processes is the generation of energetic electrons which carry the excess energy transferred by photoionization. These photoelectrons can further ionize, dissociate, and excite neutral constituents, and the products initiate a sequence of elastic and inelastic processes that channel the initial photon energy into kinetic energy of the thermosphere and ionosphere. The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray region is the most variable part of the solar spectrum, with the solar cycle variation ranging from about a factor of two through most of the EUV to more than an order of magnitude in parts of the X-ray spectrum, and additional rotational, daily, and short-term variability.
[3] Measurements and models of solar EUV and X-ray irradiance have been recently reviewed by Woods et al. [2004] . Early measurements in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) region from the SOLRAD, AEROS, and OSO satellites, and rocket experiments by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, led to comprehensive measurements by instruments on the Atmosphere Explorer satellites and associated calibration rocket flights [e.g., Hall et al., 1969; Hall and Hinteregger, 1970; Reeves and Parkinson, 1970; Schmidtke et al., 1977; Heroux and Higgins, 1977; Hinteregger et al., 1981] . These data form the basis for many of the reference spectra and empirical models used in thermosphere/ionosphere research over the intervening years [e.g., Donnelly, 1976; Hinteregger et al., 1981; Richards et al., 1994; Tobiska et al., 2000; Woods and Rottman, 2002] . During the 1990s, most of the available measurements were broadband rather than spectrally resolved [e.g., Feng et al., 1989; Ogawa et al., 1990; Judge et al., 1998; Acton et al., 1999; Bailey et al., 1999a Bailey et al., , 1999b Bailey et al., , 2000 Bailey et al., , 2001 with the exception of short-term measurements from the San Marcos satellite [Schmidtke et al., 1992] and rocket flights [Woods et al., 1998a] . Another important development during this period was the advent of semitheoretical models based on an observational emission measure approach [Warren et al., 2001] .
[4] Despite this history, significant uncertainties in the magnitude and variation of this region of the solar spectrum remain. This is particularly the case for the soft X-ray to hard EUV region of the solar spectrum from 1 to $30 nm, sometimes designated ''XUV,'' but there are still significant questions concerning important EUV features such as the He II 30.4 nm, C III 97.7 nm, and H Lyman-b 102.6 nm lines. With launch of the Thermosphere-IonosphereMesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite in December 2001, we have new, high-quality measurements spanning solar maximum to near-minimum conditions from the Solar EUV Experiment (SEE) [Woods et al., 1998b [Woods et al., , 2005 . SEE consists of two instruments, an EUV grating spectrograph (EGS) that measures the range 27-180 nm at 0.4 nm resolution and an X-ray photodiode system (XPS) that observes the 0.1-30 nm range using broadband photodiode measurements with spectral resolu-tion on the order of $5 to $10 nm. These measurements are now supplemented by a similar XPS instrument on the SORCE spacecraft, launched in January 2003. These observations should resolve most of the outstanding questions, but because the XPS is a broadband instrument and because the solar spectrum is still not well-known in the soft X-ray region, disagreements over the effective calibration and interpretation of the photodiode measurements remain.
[5] The SC21REFW reference spectrum and scaling factors obtained from the Atmosphere Explorer (AE) program and associated rocket measurements by Hinteregger et al. [1981] (HFG) has been thought to underestimate the irradiance shortward of $25 nm. The problem dates back to comparisons with AE photoelectron measurements by Richards and Torr [1984] and is reviewed by Solomon [1991] and Bailey et al. [2000] . The EUVAC model of Richards et al. [1994] , largely based on an earlier AE reference spectrum (F74113), increases the fluxes below 25 nm by factors of 2 to 3, based on a reanalysis of the solar data and on photoelectron spectra. Broadband measurements from rockets [e.g., Feng et al., 1989; Ogawa et al., 1990; Bailey et al., 1999a] and from the SNOE satellite Bailey et al., 1996 Bailey et al., , 2000 Bailey et al., , 2001 support this, as does subsequent analysis of ion density and photoelectron fluxes [Winningham et al., 1989; Buonsanto et al., 1992 Buonsanto et al., , 1995 Solomon et al., 2001] . The SEE XPS measurements also support an increase in the HFG spectrum in the XUV but are lower in magnitude than contemporaneous SNOE observations and slightly lower than EUVAC in an integral sense [Solomon, 2005] . The Warren et al. [2001] model yields lower values than either of these observations in the 5 -25 nm range, although still greater than HFG, and recently Strickland et al. [2004] , in an analysis based on ultraviolet airglow emissions, advocate little or no increase from the HFG model values.
[6] Given these uncertainties, why concern ourselves with the accurate application of solar spectral irradiance to numerical models of the thermosphere/ionosphere? For the EUV range, the uncertainties are greatly reduced by the new data and models; for soft X rays, it is equally important to fully account for the energy deposition process as it is to get the spectral magnitude correct. Historically, numerical models have underestimated total ionization and odd nitrogen production in the lower thermosphere (the ionospheric E region), due to a variety of reasons, including neglect of photons shortward of 5 nm and underestimation of photoelectron effects as well as inadequate irradiance levels. These two problems largely motivate the present work.
[7] Specification of the solar EUV irradiance is necessary for calculation of thermospheric temperature and ionospheric density, either in an indexed fashion as may be employed by empirical models or as an explicit formulation for numerical models. For detailed process models, commonly with a single spatial dimension (altitude), a highresolution spectrum at 0.1 nm or 1.0 nm may be employed, but for time-dependent global general circulation models the spectrum is generally divided into coarser resolution segments because the calculation of altitude-dependent ionization rates for each spectral interval, each atmospheric species, each model grid point, and each time step becomes a large fraction of total computational effort. Furthermore, the additional ionization and dissociation that occurs as a consequence of the energetic electrons generated by ionization must be accounted for in some parametric fashion. The purpose of this work is to introduce an improved method that handles EUV processes for large-scale numerical models in a manner that is more accurate and more efficient than past methods.
2. Construction of the Low-Resolution Spectrum 2.1. Solar EUV Spectrum
[8] The goals of a new low-resolution solar spectrum structure for general circulation models are to increase model accuracy by obtaining improved agreement with high-resolution calculations and to increase computational efficiency by reducing the number of spectral intervals. The basic principles in addressing this problem are that the atmosphere responds to solar irradiance, depending upon the cross sections of major species and their relative densities and on the amount of energy transmitted by the various regions of the spectrum. The scheme described here does not divide the spectrum into uniform segments or isolate bright lines but rather uses coarse resolution where the cross sections change slowly with wavelength and high resolution where the cross sections have complex structure. The basic criteria for the interval boundaries are that the change in cross section within each bin should be minimized, and the change in photon energy of should be less than a factor of $2. Also, variable structure in the solar spectrum must be considered. To illustrate the problem, Figure 1a displays the SC21REFW and F79050 highresolution standard reference spectra [Hinteregger et al., 1981] with the cross sections of major atmospheric species superimposed. Although both have regions of high structure and variation, fortunately the regions where both solar spectrum and atmospheric cross sections are highly structured are relatively small. This is because the ionization continua cross sections shortward of $70 nm overlap the regions dominated by coronal and chromospheric lines, and the dissociation bands and threshold effects in the 70-91 nm region coincide with the H Lyman continuum. Nevertheless, there are some problem areas, such as where bright hydrogen and carbon lines in the 90-105 nm range interact with band structure and ionization thresholds in N 2 and O 2 . Figure 1b shows the result of the interaction of the solar spectrum with thermospheric gases in the form of color contours of local energy deposition as a function of wavelength and altitude. Each interval in the spectral direction (1-nm resolution is employed to make this plot) is essentially a Chapman function with peak altitude determined by the total of the major species cross sections, and the total energy deposition is thus a superposition of many such functions.
[9] The low-resolution spectrum was constructed by applying the basic principles described above and then adjusting the number of bins and their boundaries by trial and error until good agreement between high-resolution and low-resolution calculations was obtained. The resulting structure uses the 22 intervals specified in Table A1 (see Appendix A). Starting at the shortest wavelengths, the first two bins correspond to the two channels of the GOES X-ray sensors, and the third corresponds to the starting point of the Hinteregger et al. [1981] reference spectrum. The next extends to the k shell threshold for nitrogen, and subsequent bins through the ionization continua proceed at progressively larger intervals corresponding to the progressively smaller change in cross section magnitude. There is a relatively narrow band at 29 -32 nm to enclose the important He II line at 30.4 nm. In the regions where significant band structure occurs, multiple overlapping bins are used, two in the 65.0 -79.8 nm range and three in the 79.8 -91.3 nm and 91.3-97.5 nm ranges, in order to obtain a broader and more realistic altitude distribution of energy deposition than would be calculated using single bins. The boundaries of these ranges are determined by the ionization thresholds for N 2 and O, respectively. The following narrow bin contains the bright C III line at 97.7 nm, which, because it falls in a region of very low N 2 cross section but is a significant contributor to O 2 ionization, requires independent treatment. The penultimate interval contains H Lyman-b and ends at the O 2 ionization threshold, and the last extends to 105 nm for compatibility with existing standards for the EUV spectral range.
[10] The procedure for calculating irradiance and effective cross sections for the multiple overlapping bins is as Figure 1 . (a) Solar spectral irradiance and atmospheric cross sections. The solar spectra are taken from the SC21REFW (low activity) and F79050 (high activity) reference spectra [Hinteregger et al., 1981] ; the cross sections are from Fennelly and Torr [1992] and Henke et al. [1993] . Orange: low activity solar irradiance; red: high activity solar irradiance; black: atomic oxygen cross section; magenta: O 2 cross section; blue: N 2 cross section. (b) Deposition of solar EUV energy in the thermosphere as a function of wavelength and altitude in log 10 (Wm À4 ) for low solar activity. (c) HFG [Hinteregger et al., 1981] and EUVAC [Richards et al., 1994] proxy models in the new low-resolution bin structure for F 10.7 = hF 10.7 i = 80, and data from the TIMED/SEE instrument [Woods et al., 2005] follows. The strategy is to sort the high-resolution spectrum into categories based on the N 2 total absorption cross section. First, the model or measured spectrum in each interval is distributed proportionally onto the SC21REFW spectrum at 0.1 nm resolution. The N 2 cross section in each of these high-resolution intervals is then interpolated from the Fennelly and Torr [1992] compilation and the irradiance in each low-resolution bin integrated for high (s > 3.1 Â 10 À17 cm 2 ), medium (3.1 Â 10 À17 cm 2 > s > 4.0 Â 10 À18 cm 2 ), and low (s < 4.0 Â 10 À18 cm 2 ) categories. (The 65.0-79.8 nm bin uses only the high and medium categories.) The effective cross section for each lowresolution bin is computed as the irradiance-weighted average of the high-resolution cross sections for that category.
[11] The HFG and EUVAC solar proxy models have been adapted to this structure. The HFG model employs a twoclass contrast ratio method, with each line or spectral interval characterized as either a chromospheric (class 1) or coronal (class 2) emission. Each line or interval is then scaled by the product of its contrast ratio and the enhancement factor for that class. In Hinteregger's original formulation, the enhancement factor was based on the ratio of H Lyman b (102.6 nm) to its low-activity value for chromospheric emissions and the ratio of Fe XVI (33.5 nm) to its low-activity value for coronal emissions. For periods where these enhancement ratios were not measured, they may be estimated from a relationship based on the F 10.7 index. The high-resolution spectrum, based on the SC21REFW reference file, has been integrated into the low-resolution intervals and the contrast ratios summed into a scale factor for each class. The spectral intervals, reference values, and contrast ratios, are specified in the first five columns of Table A1 (see Appendix A). To scale the spectrum based on F 10.7 and its 81-day centered mean hF 10.7 i, the following formula is employed:
where f ref is the binned reference spectrum, c k are the contrast ratios obtained from Table A1 , and
The EUVAC model employs a simpler scaling method using the factor P = (F 10.7 + hF 10.7 i)/2 and:
where f ref is the binned reference spectrum and A is a scale factor, based on the Richards et al. [1994] values. Because the published values are tabulated using the Torr et al.
[1979] scheme, the low-resolution EUVAC spectrum was calculated by scaling the SC21REFW spectrum to the EUVAC values for each interval and then rebinning them into the new intervals. The reference spectrum and A factors for EUVAC are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table A1 .
[12] Between 1.8 and 5 nm, where the Torr et al.
[1979] spectrum and hence EUVAC do not extend, the HFG model was employed for the EUVAC spectrum, but multiplied by a factor of 3 for consistency with the scale factors used by Richards et al. [1994] in the 5 -10 nm range. For the range from 0.8 to 1.8 nm, quantitative information on the solar spectrum and its variability is scant. Values were estimated from a variety of sources, including DeJager [1964] , Smith and Gottlieb [1974] , Manson [1977] , Kreplin et al. [1977] , and Horan and Kreplin [1981] . The values given should be considered as very preliminary at this time since the Warren et al. [2001] model and hence SEE spectral estimates give significantly larger values in the 0.8-1.8 nm range. For the 0.05 to 0.4 nm and 0.4 to 0.8 nm intervals, a simple linear fit to data from the GOES-8 X-ray sensor during 1995 was employed [c.f., Wagner, 1988 .
[13] These models, binned into the low-resolution scheme and scaled for low and high solar activity, are shown in Figures 1c and 1d . In Figure 1c , scaled values for F 10.7 = hF 10.7 i = 80 are plotted, and data from TIMED SEE (level 3, version 8) for 30 March 2005. The solar radio flux values were F 10.7 = 77, hF 10.7 i = 84, P = 81, the lowest activity measured by SEE to date. Figure 1d shows the HFG and EUVAC models compared to data from TIMED/SEE for 8 February 2002 (the day of the initial calibration rocket flight and the first day in the SEE data base). The solar radio flux values were F 10.7 = 186, hF 10.7 i = 204, P = 195 on this day. Unsurprisingly, there are differences between SEE and both models, but in general the EUVAC model does a reasonable job of describing the SEE measurements. Although there are interval-by-interval differences in the soft X-ray region, the integrated XUV is in fair agreement, and considerably larger than the HFG model. We note that the broadband photodiodes on the XPS channel of SEE perform better as integrated energy detectors than as spectral analyzers. Conversely, at the longer wavelengths, SEE tends to support the lower values at high solar activity predicted by EUVAC.
Computation of Photoionization and Photodissociation Rates
[14] Several compilations of cross sections of major thermospheric species have been published that are useful for aeronomical calculations, e.g., Kirby et al. [1979] , Conway [1988] , and Fennelly and Torr [1992] . Each of these represents an update to the last with improvements from more recent measurements, particularly with respect to atomic oxygen revisions, and the Fennelly and Torr compilation has higher resolution in the structured dissociation band region. Therefore the Fennelly and Torr compilation is used as the starting point, but state-specific and dissociative ionization branching ratios are obtained from Conway et al. Shortward of 5 nm, the cross sections calculated by Henke et al. [1993] are used.
[15] Cross sections for each major thermospheric gas are calculated for the low-resolution spectrum by averaging the high-resolution cross section spectrum within each interval, weighted by the solar energy flux at each wavelength. The total cross section for each bin is calculated, and then the specific processes are expressed as branching ratios. For O, shown in Table A2, Tables A3 and A4 , branching ratios for ionization, dissociative ionization, and dissociation are specified. Additional state-specific branching ratios can be calculated by this method for use by detailed process models, but these are the quantities important to general circulation model calculations and so are shown in this context.
[16] The solar actinic flux in each spectral interval at each level of the atmosphere is calculated by applying the BeerLambert law layer-by-layer through a model thermosphere:
where the optical depth t as a function of altitude z is
and N j and s j are the column density and total absorption cross section for each species and m is the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The process-specific rate for each species j and process k is then
where b t,j is a branching ratio, e.g., for ionization, dissociative ionization, or dissociation.
[17] Comparison between photoionization and photodissociation calculations performed at various resolutions were made to assure the efficacy of the low-resolution scheme and to examine the accuracy of other methods used in previous work. The Hinteregger et al. [1981] lines, extended from 5.0 to 1.8 nm at with boundaries at the k-shell thresholds at 2.3 and 3.2 nm, was used as another basis for comparison. For both of these, the X-ray spectrum was further extended shortward with boundaries at 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 nm. The results are displayed in Figure 2 for a low and a high solar zenith angle case. Very little difference is seen between the high-resolution and lowresolution methods. The only exception is at high solar zenith angles where slight differences are seen in the O 2 ionization rate. Other than this, the differences are generally less than 5%. The Torr et al. method also reproduces the high-resolution results reasonably well but has a significant discrepancy in the N 2 dissociation rate near the peak altitudes due to the structured cross sections in the 65-100 nm region and also underestimates O ionization rates. The low-resolution scheme is superior to the Torr et al. in this and in virtually all other respects, including increased computational efficiency due to fewer bins. Experiments at 1-nm resolution were also performed (not shown); this method results in excellent fidelity to the high-resolution calculations except in N 2 dissociation, where the curve lies between the Torr et al. and low-resolution results. In addition to adequate results for different solar zenith angles, it is also important that the method works well for different levels of solar activity. This was tested as well, but the results are equivalent to the low-activity results and so are not shown.
Photoelectron Effects

Modeling Calculations of Photoelectron Processes
[18] Ionization and dissociation of atmospheric gases by solar photons energizes the products of these processes, with the additional kinetic energy of the fragments equal to the energy of the photon minus the ionization potential or bond energy minus any residual excitation. In the case of ionizing processes, most of the energy is borne by the ejected electron, variously known as a secondary electron or photoelectron. These energetic electrons can also collide with neutral gases, ionizing them if they have sufficient energy and thereby creating more energetic electrons. They may travel significant distances before colliding, so the additional solar energy deposited through this process may be nonlocal. The additional ionization caused by photoelectron impact is small in the upper thermosphere (on the order of 10%) but increases with decreasing altitude, becoming the dominant process below $120 km. Below $100 km, photoelectron impact ionization becomes more than an order of magnitude greater than direct photoionization. Photoelectron impact is also an important source of dissociation, particularly of N 2 and so is crucial to the generation of odd-nitrogen. Excitation of atoms and molecules by photoelectrons further results in many of the well-known airglow emission features of the daytime thermosphere.
[19] Calculation of photoelectron fluxes and the resulting effects of their collisions may be accomplished using a modeling approach based on radiative transfer methods, with the cascade of electrons from high to low energies computed by considering the highest-energy electrons first and then solving for successively lower energies until nearthermal levels are reached. The two-stream method introduced by Nagy and Banks [1970] has been adopted by the GLOW model [Solomon et al., 1988; Solomon and Abreu, 1989; Bailey et al., 2002] and is applied here to calculation of ionization and dissociation rates due to photoelectron fluxes. However, this type of model is computationally prohibitive for a global time-dependent general circulation model, which necessitates some type of parameterized formulation. For the parameterization methodology described below, the model is employed using a neutral atmosphere specified by the MSIS-90 semi-empirical model [Hedin, 1991] .
Parameterization of Photoelectron Ionization
[20] The basic concept behind the photoelectron parameterization method introduced here is that the ratio of photoelectron processes to direct photon processes depends on the energy of the photon. Since higher-energy photons have more excess energy following photoionization events, they have proportionally greater ability to create photoelectrons. Therefore we treat photoelectron processes separately in each spectral band, and then integrate over wavelength by summing the results for each band.
[21] The ratio of photoelectron impact ionization to direct photoionization, p e /p i , if known throughout the atmosphere for each species, can be used to multiply photoionization rates by the appropriate factor to obtain the total ionization rate. This can be accomplished by running a detailed photoelectron model such as GLOW for a variety of conditions, calculating p e /p i from the output, and obtaining some sort of parametric description of its variation. However, since this ratio is a complex function of altitude, solar zenith angle, solar activity, and composition, deriving a parameterization can be difficult. One simplifying technique [Richards and Torr, 1988] is to calculate the ratio as a function of individual-species optical depth at a key wavelength for each species and then apply the result to the photoionization rate as a function of altitude. This accounts for much of the altitude, solar zenith angle, and solar activity variation but is not very accurate due to its use of selected wavelengths (and hence cross sections) for the optical depth calculation.
[22] Our new method is based on a calculation of p e /p i as a function of optical depth in every bin of the low-resolution scheme. (It is equally applicable to any resolution.) To obtain these ratios, we repeatedly ran the GLOW model using the low-resolution spectrum but with only one bin active and the others all set to zero solar flux. This was done for a variety of conditions; in Figure 3 we show the results in four important bins for two solar zenith angle cases and two levels of solar activity. For each of these, p e /p i is a nearly constant function of optical depth, particularly at and below t = 1 (the peak of the ionization rate in each bin occurs at t = 1). Above this altitude, there is some variation, which can be difficult to quantify due to photoelectron transport effects which become important in the upper thermosphere. However, the total p e /p i is small at these heights. There is virtually no variation with solar activity, and the change with solar zenith angle is small. Therefore we elected to assign a single value, obtained at t = 1, for every bin and every species. These are tabulated in column 7 of Tables A2, A3 , and A4. State-specific ratios are also given for O + production (Table A2 ) and bound/dissociated ratios for O 2 and N 2 (Table A3 and A4). Photoelectron impact ionization for each of these is then calculated by simply multiplying the ionization rate in each bin (equation (6)) by the appropriate ratio and summing over wavelength.
[23] Photoelectron enhancement factors p e /p i calculated using three different methods are plotted in Figure 4 . These are the method described above, the method of Richards and Torr [1988] , and a full calculation using the GLOW model. The EUVAC model at low and high activity was used as the solar input. Although the Richards and Torr method is clearly an improvement on use of a constant factor (as was employed by some models prior to its invention), it does not produce sufficient ionization at low altitude. Also, as pointed out by the authors, the amount of enhancement is sensitive to the assumed solar spectrum (for instance, the enhancement would be lower if calculated using the HFG model than using the EUVAC model) and also varies with solar activity, but this behavior is not captured by the parameterization. The new method does a good job of reproducing the GLOW model on which it is based and, since it calculates the enhancement in every spectral bin, varies appropriately with solar spectrum and solar activity. It also replicates detailed photoelectron calculations as the solar zenith angle changes. At high altitude, the parameterization starts to deviate from the full calculation because as photoelectron transport becomes important the nonlocal effects violate the assumptions on which the method is based. However, both the ionization rate and p e /p i become very small at these altitudes and have a negligible effect on thermospheric properties.
Parameterization of Photoelectron Dissociation
[24] Dissociation by photoelectrons is parameterized by a method analogous to the ionization enhancement described above. The GLOW model is run for each solar spectral bin, the ratio of photoelectron impact dissociation rate to pho- toionization rate calculated as a function of optical depth for N 2 and O 2 , and the value at t = 1 is selected as representative of that bin. The photoionization rate is used as the denominator because that is the process that generates the energetic electrons. These factors are tabulated in column 10 of Tables A3 and A4. They are employed in the same way as the ionization factors: The photoionization rate in each bin is calculated, multiplied by the dissociation factor, and then integrated over all bins to obtain the electron impact dissociation rate.
Comparison With Full Model Calculations
[25] The efficacy of this method is shown in Figure 5 , where total ionization rates (photoionization plus photoelectron impact ionization) and total dissociation rates (photodissociation plus photoelectron impact dissociation) for each major species are compared to the full calculation using the GLOW model. Dissociative ionization is included in the ionization curves. For N 2 , this represents all nonauroral dissociation; for O 2 the dissociation rate is dominated by photodissociation in the Schumann-Runge continuum by far-ultraviolet photons, and, in the mesosphere it is dominated by H Lyman-a at 121.6 nm. Effects from this spectral range are not shown here. Comparisons are shown for low and high solar zenith angle cases at low solar activity. High solar activity cases were also compared and have similar results but are not shown since the above discussion and previous examples explain why the new method is equally accurate for any solar spectrum. The only significant deviation of the parameterized method from the full calculation occurs at altitudes above $300 km, where the nonlocal transport effects start to have an effect. Even here, the agreement is within 10% and is within 5% throughout the lower altitudes.
Implementation of the Parameterization Method
Implementation in the NCAR TIE-GCM Using EUVAC
[26] The series of models developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) by R. G. Roble and colleagues have used a variety of methods for specification of solar EUV ionization and photoelectron effects. The original thermosphere general circulation model (TGCM) [Dickinson et al., 1981 [Dickinson et al., , 1984 Roble et al., 1987] employed nine bands for solar EUV based on the HFG model and a constant factor for photoelectron ionization enhancement. The thermosphere-ionosphere general circulation model (TIGCM) [Roble et al., 1988] used an extension of the HFG model in the Torr et al. [1979] bands [c.f., Solomon and Roble, 1992] and the Richards and Torr [1988] method for photoelectron ionization. The thermosphere-ionosphere-electrodynamics general circulation model (TIE-GCM) [Richmond et al., 1992] and thermosphere-ionosphere-mesosphere-electrodynamics general circulation model (TIME-GCM) [Roble and Ridley, 1994; Roble, 1995] also used this method, but later versions included an option to use the EUVAC model and added an ad hoc soft X-ray term to account for additional photoelectron ionization at the shorter wavelengths.
[27] The new method described here is designed to replace the above for all wavelengths shortward of 105 nm, obviating the need for a separate X-ray module, and specifying photoelectron effects in a consistent as well as more accurate manner. It has been implemented in v. 1.8 of the TIE-GCM and has also been implemented in v. 3.0 of the whole atmosphere community climate model (WACCM) [e.g., Sassi et al., 2004] . Comparison of results between the old and new methods, both using the EUVAC model as solar input, for key ionospheric and thermospheric parameters is shown in Figure 6 . For the ionosphere, the main differences are seen in the E region, where the increased photoelectron ionization leads to higher electron density, in better agreement with observations and empirical models [c.f., Solomon et al., 2001; Solomon, 2005] . Inclusion of fluxes shortward of 1.8 nm also adds a small amount of ionization to the lower E region. In the thermosphere, the most important effect is on odd-nitrogen in general and nitric oxide in particular, as the increased ionization and more complete treatment of dissociation causes a significant increase, particularly at low altitude. This is again in better agreement with recent observations [e.g., Russell et al., 1993; Barth et al., 1999; Solomon et al., 1999; Barth et al., 2003; Marsh et al., 2004] . The other significant effect on the thermosphere is a small but significant lowering of temperatures throughout its extent, represented here by altitude plots of the global mean neutral, ion, and electron temperatures. This is due primarily to the increased nitric oxide density, through radiational cooling in its 5.3 mm band, which affects the entire thermospheric temperature profile despite its concentration at the lower levels. This will necessitate readjustment of specific parameters relating to quenching rates but should actually bring the model into better accord with the recent laboratory evidence [Hwang et al., 2003] and produce better solar cycle agreement with empirical models of exospheric temperature.
Implementation Using Selected Data From TIMED/SEE
[28] We have also used data from the SEE instrument on the NASA TIMED satellite [Woods et al., 1998b [Woods et al., , 2005 ] to drive the TIE-GCM. The procedure adopted is to perform an off-line sorting of the level 3, version 8 data into the lowresolution bins and then proceed as above. The level-3 data are daily averaged spectra at 1-nm resolution; with the exception of large flare intervals these data have sufficient temporal and spectral resolution for general circulation models. Data from 30 March 2002 at moderately high solar activity were used due to the proximity to equinox conditions. Although the spectral dependence of the measurements differs in detail from the EUVAC model (c.f., Figure 1 ) the net result is surprisingly similar, as the integrated energy flux between SEE and EUVAC are also similar. The model has also been run for other extended time periods using SEE data; this example is offered as indicative of new capabilities, since to our knowledge general circulation modeling of the thermosphere/ionosphere system has not previously been attempted using full-spectrum measurements of the solar EUV irradiance.
Discussion
[29] Any parameterization of this type is imperfect; the balance of efficiency and accuracy is the essence of the method. Although this scheme is accurate to within a few percent for the quantities that are most important, the total ionization and dissociation in the peak regions, it degrades to $10% accuracy at very high altitude due to the neglect of photoelectron transport. This could be improved by the use of altitude-dependent photoelectron enhancement factors in each bin. There is also a small discrepancy in O 2 ionization rates at high solar zenith angle which could be improved by the addition of a few more bins. However, the new scheme is both more accurate and more efficient than its predecessor, which has been used with reasonable results for some time. There is little point in trying to increase its accuracy at the expense of efficiency while large uncertainties still exist in the solar spectrum and its variation, not to mention atmospheric cross sections, which are better known than the former, but in the EUV range have uncertainties far greater than those introduced by our parameterization.
[30] The most significant problem for solar irradiances is still in the soft X-ray region, and becomes worse with decreasing wavelength. This is partly due to the dearth of relevant measurements, especially in the $1 to $3 nm region, partly to instrument calibration difficulties, partly to the broadband nature of many of the available measurements, and partly to the challenges involved with modeling very highly ionized emission where transition parameters are not entirely well established. The problem is exacerbated by solar flare effects, not just large flares where the soft X-ray spectrum is highly variable and not well-quantified, but also by the many small flares that contribute in the aggregate to atmospheric ionization. Until better spectrally resolved measurements are available, it is difficult to justify the addition of spectral resolution to the model at the shortest wavelengths. However, this scheme is well-suited to the incorporation of available high-time-cadence measurements below 0.8 nm by the GOES X-ray sensors. From a solar modeling point of view, a flare index based on such measurements, even if imperfect, would be a logical addi- tion to the terrestrial modeling suite, particularly due to current interest in mesospheric and D region effects. The examples shown here are implemented using empirical model atmospheres and in the TIE-GCM since those altitude ranges are appropriate for the EUV development, but one goal of this research is to obtain a unified methodology for all of the NCAR upper atmosphere modeling suite, including the TIME-GCM and WACCM, and to make it available to other upper-atmosphere models. The method is adaptable with respect to the solar input so that as measurements and models of solar spectral irradiance in the EUV and X-ray regions become available they may be incorporated. With new spectrally resolved rocket-based and satellite-based observations planned in the soft X-ray range, we anticipate continued improvement in our ability to quantitatively predict the thermosphere and ionosphere density and temperature response to solar forcing using numerical models.
Appendix A
[31] The derived parameters that form the basis of the parameterization scheme described here are specified in the following tables. Solar parameters for the extended HFG and EUVAC models, and for low-activity and high-activity TIMED/SEE (version 8) spectra on 30 March 2004 and 8 February 2002, are given in Table A1 . Note that from 1.8-5.0 nm the factors in the EUVAC column are based on the HFG model but scaled upward by a factor of 3. See section 2.1 for a discussion of the 0.5-1.8 nm estimates. The 0.8-1.8 nm bin in particular has a high uncertainty and the values should be considered to be very preliminary. Cross sections, branching ratios, photoelectron ionization factors, and photoelectron dissociation factors, are given in Tables A2, A3 , and A4 for O, O 2 , and N 2 , respectively.
